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Welcome to the second edition of SöScene magazine. But first to everyone 
involved, the photographers who make this publication what it is,our 
advertisers, show car owners and club organisers you guys are all awesome 
and we salute you. We have distributed thousands of copies at some of the key 
events in the automotive calendar, such as Players, Inters, Waterstock, Gravity 
and FittedUK to name but a few. This magazine has opened up a whole new 
world for us and we are meeting some of the brilliant minds within the industry, 
this includes the legendary Nakai San from Japan who builds the mega RWB 
Porsches!. Since the release of the first publication we have been steadily 
collating more features, brands, clubs for you to read and enjoy. Everyone here 
at SöScene are very grateful for the opportunities that have arisen since edition 
one and hope to continue this relationship with professionals and enthusiasts 
alike. We have some exceptional show cars within this edition so please sit 
back and relish these beautiful machines.  The scene as we know it should be 
fun and enjoyable for all. 

/soscnmag
#soscenemag

@soscenemag
#soscenemag

@soscenemag
#soscenemag

3 is the magic number

90

Editor’s letter

Cover photo

Ed Keating

(Digiedk)
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A single use Odor Remover that removes the toughest odors 
throughout the entire interior of a car, truck or SUV. By using 
a car’s re circulated air system Meguiar’s Air Refresher will 
move throughout the inside of your vehicle removing odor in 
all the hard to reach areas. £12.00

As standard, the radiator comes with black end tanks and a 
silver core to replicate the OEM look. If required, drivers can 
choose an even more stealthy ‘all black’ finish. The Forge 
Golf Mk7 radiator has been carefully designed to bolt in as a 
direct replacement to the OEM part in a short time, with the 
most simple of hand tools. £577.00 + VAT.

Rimluxe now produce high quality 3 prong reproductions in 
70mm in a variety of colours. They also produce a flat back 
self adhesive sticker version of the same acrylic badge to 
fit most BBS style wheels including the Lenso BSX. They 
retail at just £35 and £29 respectively plus P&P however 
they are offering 10% off for all SoScene readers with the 
code “soscene” for a limited period.  

P R O D U C T s  R E V I E W e d

Meguiars
Air Re-fresher

Forge Motorsport
Alloy Radiator - VW Golf GTI Mk7

Rimluxe
BBS RS Centre Cap Conversion Kit

www.rimluxe.co.uk

www.meguiars.co.uk www.forgemotorsport.co.uk

Rapid Detailer removes light dirt, restores shine and leaves 
a layer of polymeric protection on surfaces. It is a superior 
maintenance product for all exterior surfaces, including 
paintwork, rubber, plastic, chrome, carbon fibre and glass. It 
can also be used as a clay bar lubricant. 500ml £9.99

The X901D-G6 gives VW Golf 6 owners access to the latest 
media compatibility, cutting-edge navigation technology 
and Alpine’s audiophile sound quality. Some of the features 
include: Steering Wheel Control Buttons, Driver Information 
Display, Connect Your Smartphone, Parking Sensors, Rear 
View Camera and much more!

This device uses your OBD port in your car to find the 
information and sends it directly to an app on your phone, 
all your vehicle information and important dates for your car 
such as services and MOT’s can be stored on it, it can even 
be used to verify your travel expenses which is rather handy 
if you are a sales rep without a fuel card.
£49.95

AutGlym
Rapid Detailer

Alpine
Navigation System for Volkswagen Golf 6 - X901D-G6

Autonect
Prolink

www.autonect.com

www.autoglym.com www.alpine.co.uk
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Welcome to part 2 of Sham’s 911 build. Check out the progress on this incredible build.

W     elcome back to our ongoing look at this black 
Porsche c2 964, owned by an old school fanatic, 
with the hunger for a modern twist. Since we last 

visited Sham Seyedi’s garage, he has been busy collecting 
parts for his 964. He was hoping to have had it painted by 
now. However a rather large obstacle has jumped in the way. 
Over the summer he picked himself up a 1957 VW Type 2 
split screen panel van, which he imported from Canada. With 
that said, we mustn’t berate him too hard for the slight delay 
in progress on the Porsche, as a splitty has been a dream 
of Sham’s for all too long now. It has being tucked away in 
the corner for now, and once the Porsche is done, he plans 
to chip away at it in the long term, ensuring the end result 
is nothing short of perfection. Keep your eyes peeled in the 
future for that, once he has poured thousands of hours into 
the build.

Anyway, enough of our excuses, Sham has actually made a 
fair bit of progress in the 964 department, even though the 
car itself hasn’t actually moved forward a great deal in the 
last few months. He has been scouring the forums, Porsche 
owners clubs and various other places, in the UK and across 
the world, to find some of the rarest parts available, with every 
piece of the puzzle promising to add to the masterpiece that 
is sure to be this car. 

Photos: 
Tom Keegan

(Red Eleven Media)
Ed Keating

(Digiedk)

Car Owner: 
Sham Seyedi

Instagram: 
@Shamstar9

SplitRoast
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Starting at the back, he located a GT3 RS titanium exhaust 
system, which he promptly took apart and sent the tips off 
to be ceramic coated in a subtle yet gorgeous coat of satin 
black. He has also been sourcing some raw materials for 
some of the finer parts of the project, including some thread 
in varying gauges in an exquisite shade of acid green. The 
exact reasons for this will become clear in time, but you can 
easily guess the general application of this. In addition to 
this, Sham has gone all sorts of crazy in the hunt for the 
perfect set of wheels, accumulating more sets of dream 

wheels than any man could ever need, with countless sets 
of centre caps to boot!

Sham assures us that he will have the car painted by the 
next instalment, and we are going to be documenting the 
whole process, and making sure that we don’t miss a single 
detail. After all, that’s what this build is all about. Sham has 
separated this car from the in-your-face cars that people are 
bringing out these days, instead going for a clean and simple 
look, and we are loving every second of it!

“Every piece of the puzzle is promising to add to the masterpiece that is sure to be on this car.”

Engine Modifications:
No engine mods at the moment but have future plans to 
convert to 3.8 spec.

Interior Modifications:
- Full retrim in original Porsche Nappa hide.

Chassis Modifications:
- KW V3 coilover suspension
- 964 RS ARB’s
- Rennline adjustable top mounts
- 993 big red callipers up front
- 993 RS solid engine mounts.

Special mentions:
- Porsche Owners GB 
(Good insurance discount)

Original Car Info:
- 1993 911 type 964 C2 manual

Specs
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Back in the early part of 2013, 
in fact it was in Worthersee 
that myself (Nathan), Gordon 

and Tom decided it was time to set up 
monthly meets and bring likeminded 
German car enthusiasts together. We 
also wanted to build a strong German 
car community closer to home, Ipswich 
is quite the drive to Ultimate Dubs and 
Edition 38 to name a few.

With a name chosen and a logo 
designed, we promoted and held our 
1st meet which went down extremely 
well with over 140 cars coming 
together. Since then it’s gone on to 
be as ever as popular, so much so we 
decided to put our 1st show on back in 
September 2014.

Thankfully this went down better than 
we could have hoped and we held 
our 2nd show in September 2015, 
managing to treble the number of 
spectators we had the year before. 
With the second show doing so well, 
it naturally pushed us into agreeing 
to plan and host our 3rd show. We 
are currently in the final stages of 
preparation for this years show and it 
still amazes us how much support we 
receive from local enthusiasts and well 
known magazine featured guys from 

Low Collective
c l u b  f e at u r e .

Photos: 
Mike Anderson
@ma_photoworx

Words: 
Nathan White

across the UK. It just goes to show 
how friendly and supportive the car 
community can be.

As well as the show there is also our 
cars, the reason the 3 of us became 
such good close friends. I guess you 
could say we have become family. My 
VW Bora, Gordon’s VW Golf (Mk4) and 
Tom’s VW Golf (Mk2) all so different in 
styling yet so similar in finish and detail. 

When we work on our cars we want 
people to see that the effort and detail 
shown in them reflected into our show. 
We want both show and cars to be as 
good as each other.
With us pushing for our cars to be 
the best they can be we will never 
hold back on improving our show 
and merchandise line and are always 
coming up with new ideas to further 
improve on what we do. 

We hope you can come and check out 
the show and our cars whenever you 
can, don’t be afraid to say hi we love 
a good yarn.

@nathan_lowcollective
@g_lowcollective 
@texastom_lowcollective
@lowcollective
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L i f e s t y l e

Words: 
Craig Pickerill 

Photos: 
Morgan Tedd
Jordan Clarke

Darian James
Avi B Photography

The car scene is a complex and 
multi layered arena of styles and 
ideas: not content in just being 

part of the larger car culture, owners 
and clubs further segment themselves.  
There are brand and model only meets, 
clubs and shows. If you scratch the 
surface of these events, you’ll see a 
sub set of people who are under the 
same umbrella but, in reality are worlds 
apart from the person stood next to 
them.

The mid 90’s car lifestyle somewhat 
followed the rebellious, acid house and 
rave culture in terms of public opinion 
and dress code. The 90’s seemed to 
be the era of stone washed denim 
jeans, Reebok Classics topped with an 
unknown or distant European football 
team shirt. Some choose to complete 
the look with a Yankees baseball cap. 
This look was fully written into the Mk2 
Golf owners guide and fashionably on 
point for time but, the cars were styled 
in a complete in your face manner; 
massive wheels, bright paint jobs 
and bass orientated sound systems 
“allowing” the - enjoyment of the music.

The world of fashion has accelerated 
and massively shifted in the past 10 
years, especially men’s fashion, which, 
has taken a very hipster vibe. I have 
been told that this is slowly phasing 
out, but the car world far and wide has 
embraced this look with open arms… 
it’s nothing new! Trends are circular, 

this current crop of looks is basically a 
play on the 50’s/60’s grease monkeys 
but, with a distinct vibe from the Hells 
Angels, dark colours and big beards all 
turned respectable with the 50’s short 
back and sides. The 50/60’s theme 
isn’t a male only affair, the pin up model 
look is slowly creeping into the fashion 
trends for females. This look has been 
on the periphery in the mainstream 

The lifestyle car brands further segment 
the car culture grapefruit, with followers 
and admirers of their logos and slogans. 
Or are these people just admiring the 
car owning models, fully on display in 
the photo shoots and contactable via 
social media streams? These brands 
are fully on point with trends and 
fashions in the clothing world. Low 
production runs and high demand 
keep the designs and ideas following. 
The brands can adapt and change to 
public opinion at a mouse click. 

Not every car owner follows this 
alternative car culture fashion. A lot 

fashion world and not embraced like 
the hipster look for men, but it’s there 
if you look, it’s massive in the hot rod 
culture. 

What is massive in this era is start up 
lifestyle brands, the car forums and 
blogs exploded. Everyone had or has 
a merchandise page selling t-shirts 
and hoodies, stickers and snapbacks. 

of how a car is modified and used is 
down to the owner, their tastes and 
other hobbies. I somehow can’t see 
the trend of running roof racks and bike 
carriers catching on; the trails are never 
that full! There are certain trends within 
our car culture, music being a massive 
one that seemingly goes hand in hand 
with the fashion. 

The hipster trend of recent times has 
followed the coat-tails of an explosion 
of alternative and folk music. Yet feature 
videos seen on blogs and YouTube are 
driven and edited to a dubstep theme? 
Dubstep itself is an evolvement of the 

After the obligatory modifications to 
your ride it seems the next step is the 
clothes, big baggy t-shirts, normally 
white with a black logo work or vice 
versa. Jessy James did this with West 
Coast Choppers in the noughties… 
we’ve just caught up. Today, now your 
average car guy looks like an extra from 
America Chopper or Fast N’ Loud.

90’s dance scene, which, we just can’t 
seem to shake. This being in stark 
contrast to the modification style taking 
a more mellowed, civilized approach 
to styling a car. Smaller wheels, pastel 
and dark shades of paint and highlights 
of chrome, all matching that turned out 
hipster in his cords, tweed jacket and 
brown brogues. 

What drives the car culture is the need 
to show that we are all different and 
non-confirming, by modifying our cars, 
music and fashion. 

“fashion has 
accelerated 

and massivley 
shifted in the 

past 10 years.”
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PHOTO CREDIT: SAI MISTRY
Car Owner: @mrg40

CLOTHING & STICKERS |  AVAILABLE NOW.
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Photos: 
Ed Keating
@digiedk

Car Owner: 
Bryan Butler

Instagram: 
@tuckshopbmx

Words:
Jamie Hughes

MK(1)

OUR WORDS
YOU’LL WANT TO SEE THIS...
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T       he story of this car is one of 
an old school, grass roots 
enthusiast and the love for 

his car. Bryan Butler is the living 
embodiment of what appears to be a 
dying breed of car guys; he’s not in it 
for the likes or the fame, and he just 
does what he wants to his car, the 
only way he knows how. He bought 
this car 12 years ago, when most of 
the scene were still in school, as a 
standard 8v GTI with a badly installed 
16v 6a engine swap, but don’t for a 
second think that this is his first car, he 
was modifying before a lot of us were 
even born. 

The first thing you will notice about 
this car is that has been meticulously 
detailed, no surprise there, right? But 
make no mistake; this isn’t a one off for 
the photoshoot, This car is absolutely 
spotless all the time, without exception. 
Bryan has even been known to come 
back to the car a few times in a day 
whilst at a show, to bring out his famed 
‘faff box’ of cleaning products and 
ensure it is absolutely spotless. 

This car has hardly left his sight since 
that day back in 2005, with almost 
every modification being completed by 
himself, his brother Rob, or his friends. 
His style is best described as classy, 

with a touch of race. The oversized 
rev gauge and harnesses merely hint 
at the purposeful nature of this pocket 
sized animal. It brings a stark contrast 
to Bryans best friend Dan Guirey’s car; 
The Wrigley’s mk1. Rarely seen apart, 
the two cars bounce off each other 
nearly as much as their owners. Dan’s 
car is a race car for the road, whereas 
Bryan’s is markedly more refined and 
withheld. They really do make for quite 
a sight, with each having their own 
original and unique qualities, picking 
between them in a show and shine 
really doesn’t bear thinking about.

TIMELESS.
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The original ‘hot hatch’, the Mk1 Golf 
GTI has proven its worth more than 
once or twice, from stomping round 
track days all over the world, to leaving 
people speechless in the show field 
since they first arrived on the scene in 
the late 1970’s. It is for these reasons, 
along with a host of others, that make 
this iconic little car a dream for many 
enthusiasts young and old, with this 
resurgence in their demand causing 
mind boggling price rises over recent 
years. Nowadays, a Mk1 GTI in the 

right condition and year can now be 
seen to change hands for well over 
£15000, whereas a few years ago you 
could pick up a reasonable example 
for £3000 or less. This has priced a 
lot of the younger market right out of 
these cars, with many turning their 
sights to the much more affordable 
Mk2 GTI, which are great cars in their 
own right, but simply don’t compare to 
the original and best. 

Bryan has left no stone unturned in 

the quest for perfection on this car, it 
has received a full bare metal spray 
inside and out, with contrasting roof 
and engine bay, custom wheels with 
fully adjustable coilovers and custom 
interior parts to make sure it looks 
the part. Not one to shy away from 
the performance side of things, the 
extensive list of modifications to the 
g60 based turbocharged engine has 
ensured that Bryan’s baby really moves 
when it has to, leaving an awesome old 
school boosted noise in its midst. 
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When we approached Bryan to 
feature his car, he was more than 
a little shocked that we had picked 
him, which really goes a long way to 
show how down to earth and humble 
he is. But his hard work has paid off, 
with him picking up multiple awards 
this year, which he said has not really 
been the case in seasons gone by, 
but sometimes it just clicks. Between 
him and his brother, there’s not much 
they can’t do, with Bob rolling in a 
body swapped Ford Pop on a Beetle 
chassis, and Bryan recently embarking 
on a similar project with an Austin 
Allegro body. From what we’ve seen, 
it’s full of rust and the Beetle floor pan 
is already being modified, so who 
knows, you might see those two in 
a future issue? It totally counts as 
German, right?

Until such a time as Bryan finishes his 
new project, you’ll just have to make 
do with his current offering, although 
we can think of worse cars to look at. 
We had such a good time shooting this 
car, simply because every single angle 
brings another detail into view, making 
it a 360 degree showcase of everything 
a Mk1 GTI should be. Simple, clean, 
perfection.

SPECS:
Original Car Info:
- 1980 Mk1 Golf 1.6 GTI in silver

Exterior Mods:
- Full bare metal respray in Rubin Rot 
- Gloss black roof and engine bay
- Bonnet vents removed and 
smoothed
- All trim holes deleted and smoothed
- Fuel filler neck deleted
- Rear wiper and lock removed
- Single wiper on front
- Arches rolled by hand to 2mm lip
- Side repeaters removed
- Engine bay cleaned and smoothed 
but keeping original lines
- Mk2 Golf door handles
- Mk1 Golf CL front spoiler
- Early small pumpers
- All red rear lights
- Yellow tint on front
- GTI Heckeblende
- Original early golf GTI rear window

Chassis Mods:
- Avo height and damping adjustable 
coilovers
- R/h chassis notch
- Eibach anti roll bars
- Fully polly-bushed
- Seam welded wishbones
- OMP rear and front lower strut 
braces
- Track rod flip kit
- Home made stainless sump guard
- Brembo front discs with Pagid fast 
road pads
- Corrado rear disc conversion
- 9” servo with 22mm master cylinder
- Goodrich hoses

- Wilwood bias valve
- Custom 14” Image BRM splits, face 
mounted, rears machined down to fit 
in the lips, custom center caps to fit 
70’s Beetle VW logos

SPOTLESS.

Interior Mods:
- Cream Cobra bucket seats
- Home made (by Bryan) cream door 
cards and boot trims
- safety devices 6 point bolt in roll 
cage
- Willans 3 point harnesses
- Allard racing alloy fuel cell in boot
- Battery relocated to boot
- CAE gear shifter with 020 box 
adaptor
- TIM gauges
- Sunpro rev counter
- OMP deep dish steering wheel
- Carbon fibre trim parts
- Mk2 Golf stalks
- Sparco carbon fibre pedals

Engine Mods:
- Pg 1.8 g60 block fully rebuilt
- Ported and polished head 
- Kent GS4h cam
- Smoothed Mk2 GTI inlet manifold 
port matched 
- 1980’s callaway turbo setup
- Rotor air master 60 turbo
- Port matched exhaust manifold
- External wastegate with custom 
screamer pipe
- Forge dump valve
- G60 management
- Welly cooler
- Custom downpipe
- Powerflow exhaust
- Alloy oil catch can and expansion 
tank
- Samco hoses
- Alloy Peugeot 205 GTI radiator
- Twin Revo Tech fans
- All hardware in stainless steel

Performance Info:
Estimated 180-190bhp

Car Club:
BPC Retro

Special Thanks:
Biggest thanks to Bryan’s brother 
Rob for letting him build the car in his 
garden.
Andrew for painting it.
Roy for motivation and making sure 
Bryan didn’t sell the thing!
Dan, Daz, his dad, Charlie, Tim at ‘The 
Phirm’.
Loads of people on Club GTI for 
advice.
Everyone from BPC_retro for keeping 
things fun and just being there.
Last but not least, Flora for putting up 
with Bryan and ‘that stupid lil car’.
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Here we are with our summer look on full display. As mentioned in the last issue, we have undergone some major 
changes. Rico with his Monaco Blue beauty has fitted up his custom summer wheels: 18” AC Schnitzer type-2 splits 
with custom paint finish by SG Creations. Az has had his rear arches widened by 25mm per side, eliminating the one 

thing that he feels let his car down a little which was the rear not looking wide or beefy enough. Problem solved and sitting 
wide on the one-of-a-kind Work Wheels VS-XX Brombachers with those lush bronze anodised dishes, matte bronze centers 
and gold-plated hardware. Achu has even more special plans yet to be hatched and so changed it up a little ready to be sold 
so he can move on to the next beast project. Mike had his stunning M3 lowered on Eibach springs and slimmer top mounts, 
and set up on his meat-stance Forgestar F14 wheels. A practical setup ready to eat up any road.

Lower Klasse
c l u b  f e at u r e .

Photos: 
Achu Ckr

Words: 
Az Riz
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The highly featured and well 
known photographer Avi 
Bhakhri talks to us at SoScene 

about his photography and the 
circumstances surrounding his hobby. 
We are sure a number of you will 
recognise Avi’s work in publications 
such as Performance VW and 
Performance BMW, but his work has 
also made it onto Sky News, Get West 
London and Secret London: Timeout. 
Attending many of the key events in 
the automotive year such as Players 
and FittedUK, you would assume Avi 
to be a motor photographer primarily. 
This could not be further from the truth. 
In fact, he is thoroughly multi-skilled, 
and well known for his exceptional 
portraits and landscapes. Much of his 
portfolio is based in London, taking in 
an extraordinary amount of everyday 

life and creating something beautiful 
out of it.  Such a broad variety of shots 
requires a depth of skill, of which he 
assures us that it is all self-taught! 

Beginning from a young age, you could 
say that Avi just had photography ‘in 
his blood’. Photography stemmed 
from the family roots and, surrounded 
in the sheer beauty of city lights, the 
camera appeared and he began to 
document life going on around him. 
He was inspired by other people taking 
photographs, and so sought his first 
camera at just 14 years old. A lot of 
practice enabled Avi’s creativity to really 
shine through in his work, and after 
completing a photography qualification 
he began getting recognised. It was 
not without challenges however. Being 
diagnosed with lymphoma cancer 

and requiring a massive operation, Avi 
learnt the value of throwing everything 
at life every day. It encouraged his 
photography even further, capturing 
the beautiful things that many people 
miss.

Being a motor enthusiast himself, Avi 
was always surrounded in modified 
cars and, having the camera around 
with him, what better subjects than 
the variety of different vehicles around 
him? The skills in creating shots with 
certain lighting and angles encouraged 
further development, until he became a 
self-taught professional, sought after in 
the trade and delivering time and time 
again timeless art ‘stills’ to be enjoyed 
by a vast audience. Although he has a 
full time job within the building trade, 
the camera comes out in the evenings 

AV I  B H A K H R I
Avi B 

Words: 
Kacey Semmens

Photos: 
Avi Bhakhri

and on weekends for a variety of 
different events. Avi has documented 
weddings, car shows and new 
products, and approaches everything 
with an open mind. One of his shoots 
was focused on marketing bow ties!

Although the future is an unknown, 
Avi knows photography will always 
be a part of it, and he will still be 
enjoying it for years to come. Having 
successfully beaten lymphoma cancer, 
he understands the importance of 
catching the ‘here’ and the ‘now’ 
and it shows through in his work. An 
inspiration to all those creative nuts 
out there. See more of his work at: 
www.avibphotography.co.uk.

I T ’ s  N O T  A L l  A U T O M O T I V E . . .

“ Avi just had photography in his blood. ”
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Blog  SLAMSANCTUARY.COM

AUTUMN/WINTER ‘16
COLLECTION OUT NOW
Store  STORE.SLAMSANCTUARY.COM Quote ‘Juicy10 ’ for a 10% discount

Details
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t
Photos: 
Bally Virdee
@bally__

Car Owner: 
Simon Carey

Words:
Kacey Semmens

5
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this is truly a home from home.

This Volkswagen is something that 
people only dream about. A fully 
functional T5 camper with tasteful 
modifications, a custom paint job and 
a lot of love thrown in, this is truly one 
of a kind. Simon’s year-old project 
proves that it’s the little things that 
make the biggest difference. We’re 
working from the inside out, and this 
2015 VW boasts a full alcantara and 
leather interior in tan, including the 
ceilings and the walls. This paid off 
brilliantly and the photos do not do this 
justice. It’s a creative haven of ‘I told 
you so’ and we love it!

Being a camper, function is an 
important aspect of the T5. This has 
not been overlooked. A full on-board 
shower has been installed including its 
own innovative wrap-around curtain. It 
features a full 48l water tank, complete 
with electric pump and thermostat! 
This is truly a home from home. Even 
the suspension plays a vital part in the 
set-up of this ‘glamper’, playing host to 
a bespoke Accuair air suspension set 
up. This allows travel over a range of 
terrains and makes hills a problem of 
the past. It can even be controlled via 
an app on Simon’s smartphone. 
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It self-levels too! Sorry static, you’ve 
been defeated in this challenge. Static 
0-1 Air.
Acting as the home from home, the 
essentials cannot be overlooked. 
The T5 possesses both a fridge and 
a cooker, with a sliding Reims bed 
to offer both comfort and space. 
Entertainment is also installed on 
board with upgraded Kenwood ICE, 
Rockford Fosgate speakers, twin 12” 
Subwoofers and a flip-down 22” TV/
DVD, perfect for those chilly, rainy 
nights out in the country. Solar panels 
on the roof create power to offer 
a comfortable, functional camping 
machine. Simon really did think of it all.
This used and abused VW is not just 
for show. The unique toffee brown 
Camper can be seen regularly on the 
roads, so everyone can bask in it’s 
beauty. The engine, tuned by ABT, 
fetches 200bhp and achieves roughly 
35mpg on a typical journey. Not bad 
when you consider all the weight on 
board!

IF grand designs did t5s...
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Original Car Info:
- 2015 T5 panel van
- 2.0TDI 
- 178hp
- Highline
- Toffee brown

Interior Mods:
- Custom Alcantara dash and door cards
- Custom fabricated rear living space
- Vibe audio install
- Shower in boot lid 
- DAB stereo w/ TV
- Custom leather captain seats
- 29” LCD TV 
- Double bed
- Rear bench
- Carbon fibre inserts

Exterior Mods:
- Custom pop-top
- Custom cut side windows
- Full ABT body kit
- PB disks and brakes 
- 20” ABT wheels
- Custom rear lights

Engine Mods:
- Power upgrade by ABT

Chassis Mods:
- Accuair air suspension
- Bilstein shock absorbers
- Hidden boot build
- E-Level management
- I-Level wireless controls

Performance Info:
- Engine remap 240bhp

specs
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London Cartel
c l u b  f e at u r e .

A 65 plus strong turn-out of 
Mk1 Golfs joined the London 
Cartel to cruise through Central 

London on Saturday 2nd July. The 
drilled London Cartel team put together 
their fifth Capital tour in a year, run in 
memory of their fallen member Jeremy 
Hillock. 51-year old Jerry had owned 
his red Mk1 Golf GTI for 29 years, and 
was the co-founder the London Cartel 
with Sanjiv.

The loss of Jerry has been felt across 
the world, with tributes from Australia,
Mexico, Europe, The US and more. 
On Facebook, Sanj wrote: ‘My Mk1 

Photos: 
Sanj Patel

Words: 
Chris Eyre

Brother for over 30 years has lost his 
battle. He leaves behind a fiancée 
and two young children and an elderly 
mother who will need us all more than 
ever over the coming months. The last 
words I said to you were: “Hurry up 
and get better, just think of me and you 
rolling in the Mk1s this summer.” Sadly 
it wasn’t meant to be. I will continue to 
grow the London Cartel into the biggest 
old skool movement on the planet and 
make you proud.” and no more a fitting 
tribute to Jerry then a Mk1 Cruise in his 
honour! 

As the line-up of Mk1s gathered at 
Chelsea Embankment, Cartel’s Amit 
Desai ran the social media blog and 
opened his account with a video that 
hit over 450,000 views on Facebook. 
The cars soon moved off to take in the 
West London sights of Sloane Street, 
Harrods and Knightsbridge to arrive 
onto the Exhibition Road in South 
Kensington for one of the many Mk1 
line-up photo shoots of the night. A 
Wellington Arch takeover at Hyde 
Park corner roundabout followed, with 
bystanders wowed at the cars, after 
which the guys and gals headed for the 
London Eye where some of the Players 
crew rolled up for their tribute to Jerry, 
before the eastwards run over to Tower 
Bridge or London Bridge – a few took 
some wrong turns! – and to the tunnel 
run through Limehouse, before the final 
location of the Olympic Stadium.

The London Cartel together with help 
from The Players Crew, Edition38, 
Show & Glow, MIVW and the Mk1 
Owners Club aims to raise a £10,000 
trust fund for Jerry’s two children, 
Amira and Anthony. Its JustGiving page 
can be found at:

crowdfunding.justgiving.com/
Amira-Anthony-Trust-Fund

Please go over and give what you 
can and remember the LC have more 
cruises and loads more great events 
this year so check them out at 

w w w . f a c e b o o k . c o m /
LondonCartelOfficial/events
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Club VAG
c l u b  f e at u r e .

Since the last issue Taylor and Ben have continued to grow 
ClubVAG and have finished show season after doing 10 
clubstands this year at shows such as VW Festival and 
Ultimate Dubs. Show season has been great for ClubVAG as 
Taylor and Ben have managed to use the shows to spread 
the name. The club now sits at over 3 thousand members 
and more join every day. However this does not stop us 
being a close knit family! 

Going onto next year, Taylor and Ben hope to keep ClubVAG 
growing and to attend as many shows as possible again with 
clubstands.. which you should keep an eye out for. 2017 
will also bring more local meets, events and drives out so 
members can enjoy their cars along with likeminded people. 
Both Taylor and Ben will also be coming back with 2 new 
cars to hopefully boost our presence in the show scene even 
more. The one thing that stays the same in ClubVAG is that 
anyone is welcome whether you drive a complete show car 
or just a daily driver and even possibly your first car as long 
as you appreicate the VAG brand and want to be a part of the 
culture, this is why our stands have everything from Lupos to 
A6s and R32s. We still hope ClubVAG is great to be a part of 
as everyone can get involved without any snobbery.

Photos: 
Taylor Richards Rundle

Words: 
Taylor Richards Rundle

Facebook - Club VAG Instagram - clubvag_uk
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It’s 2002, the pinnacle of the Mk4 Golf Chassis has just been 
launched by VW in Germany. A somewhat Frankenstein of 
a car to say the least it’s not unlike the vehicles it’s just 

superseded in performance stakes:in keeping with the fast 
Golf ethos. We all know the Mk1 GTI story a VW shell mated 
to a tweaked Audi engine and running gear. 

VW raided the parts bin again for the R32, using an Audi TT 
front and rear subframes, keeping the TT suspension and 
geometry. The engine is the 3.2 used in both the later A3 
and Mk1 TT.  A modified VR6 with an increased capacity 
from a 2.9 ltrs in syncro form to a 3.2 ltrs - keeping the 24 
valve head design. Gearbox wise there’s a choice of 6 sp 
manual and DSG mated to a Haldex / 4 motion system, this 
unique package creates the fastest production Golf, 0-60 in 
6.6 seconds.

Words:
Craig Pickerill

Photos: 
Tom Henshall

Owner: 
Kevin Clarke 

Instagram: 
@r32k66
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The 0-60 time takes the Monika away from the Mk2 Golf 
G60 16v Limited: ‘Limited’ in both name and price tag. The 
G60 Limited had a production run of 74, and was mostly 
sold in Germany as a modified 16v KR Engine with a G60 
supercharger bolted to it. Also boasting 4 wheel drive via a 
syncro system from the Rallye Golf and only available in small 
bumper trim and 5 door shell…all sounding familiar? 

The R32 was planned as a Germany only model with a 
limited production run in the 2003 model year. On debut the 
demand for the vehicle was so great, it became available 
in selected world markets with an extended production run. 
This providing a light at the end of the bleak tunnel of high 
insurance prices, ncap safety standards and middle age 
spread which, had caused the hot hatch to decline and 
become sensible, boring and slow. 

The R32 was wildly available and accessible to the everyman, 
allowing them to be cherished, modified, rallied and raced 
with enough left to just be enjoyed. Kevin’s beautiful Deep 
Pearl Metallic example has ticked all but a couple of those 
boxes.

Just like many in VW community when the R32 was launched 
we all thought we’ll own one - one day! Some were lucky to 
buy new or nearly new examples, other’s like Kevin had to 
bide our time and wait for the time to buy to be right. Three 
years ago it was Kevin’s time, looking for a relatively rare 
car 11 years after production stop, the numbers are going 
to have reduced. However, R32’s are still readily available in 
many varying states. Kevin looked at and viewed 6 different 
cars over a space of a year, all in Deep Blue Pearl (it had to 
be in that colour).

He finally settled on this car, though he openly admits it had 
totally been mistreated, everything was in the right place. 
His goal to turn it around and keep it standard. As with 
all modifying stories there’s a flash point something which 
awakens the hidden demons, for Kevin it all started with 
stubby Lupo Mirrors, colour matched and fitted…

The Golf’s transformation has not been all or nothing, 
speaking to Kevin and I can see some of the logic and science 
behind the modifications. The OZ Asrtro wheels are long 
gone currently residing on each corner are custom 3SDM 
3.19 wheels. A directional turbo fan style split rim wheels in 

eye watering specs-  19” diameter, 8.5 fronts and 9.5 rears, 
the dishes are 2.5 and 3.25” respectively fully tucked when 
at rest, thanks to air ride and rear camber arms.

The installation of air ride is another counter effect from 
fitting the first set of 3SDM 006’s wheels from a friend with 
stretched tyres. After bolting them up and dropping the car 
down Kevin sat looked and looked again… something wasn’t 
right.  The wheels didn’t fill the arches as he imagined, before 
the R32 Kevin was into campers and didn’t know about the 
stretched tyres scene. After weighing up the options he 
wasn’t too keen on static coilovers wound down, air ride 
was the direction he needed to take to keep some usability 
and obtain the desired looks. Car Audio Security got the call 
to fix the ride height and fitment headache, installing Airlift 
V2 management and a corresponding boot build to tie it all 
together.
 
The interior was another snowball effect, Kevin appointed 
Trimstars to fix the worn drivers seat bolsters common on 
the Konig seats. This alone opens another chapter to the 
build story, with the car dropped off at Paul’s workshop, a 
2 week work window agreed. Kevin left excited to see his 
seats restored to there former glory, but in a more unique 
colour scheme of blue and white centres diamond stitch 
quilted.

“ THE R32 WAS PLANNED AS A GERMANY ONLY 
MODEL WITH A LIMITED PRODUCTION RUN...”
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Then the cogs started turning, he called Paul and asked 
if the dashboard and door cards could be trimmed in the 
same leather…not forgetting the steering wheel too. With 
the seats, dash and doorcards looking fresh, Kevin decided 
to tie the rest of the interior in. Re-trimming the headlining 
and pillar trims in black alcantara to match and painting the 
grab handles black. Aesthetically the car was getting to point 
where Kevin was happy, apart from the tinted glass and 
paintwork. Choosing to have the paint freshened up with a 
new coat of Deep Blue Pearl and the glass replaced with 
factory items for a cleaner look. The clean look continues to 
a shaved bonnet badge with a matching de-badged gloss 
black grill, American rear lights and changed R32 badge 
location.

The R32’s party trick from the factory is the 214hp V6 engine 
and Haldex on demand 4-wheel system, but even this hasn’t 

been left alone. The engine now features a stage 2 remap 
producing 269 HP with 285ft lb of torque, this all exits via a 
non resonated Miltek exhaust. To deliver the power a Helix 
clutch has been fitted with the added benefit of being able to 
withstand the brutal forces inflicted from the enabled launch 
control and flat shift system engulf upon the drivetrain. The 
engine bay itself has had the plastics treated to a coat of 
Deep Blue Pearl, a set of Samco white hoses installed to 
replace the ageing factory set, and a custom “R” inlet 
machined manifold plate. 

3 years from looking and 2 years of ownership Kevin has all 
but ticked the ownership boxes, he’s taken a mistreated R32, 
cherished it and through modifications brought it back to its 
former glory. in the past year he has picked up 8 trophies and 
to this day is fully enjoying the ownership experience. VW 
tried their hand at racing and rallying, will Kevin..?

“ THE ENGINE 
NOW FEATURES A 
STAGE 2 RE MAP 

PRODUCING 269HP 
WITH 285 LB OF 

TORQUE.”
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Original Car Info:
- VW Golf Mk4 R32

Engine Mods:
- Stage 2 remap 
- Full heat shield with ram air intake
- Non-resonated Miltek back box
- Miltek decat 

Chassis Mods:
- Chassis notch 
- Airlift air ride
- Custom made 3 piece splits
- Camber arm adjusters

Interior Mods:
- Full interior re-trim including dash 
and centre console 
- Boot build 

Performance Info:
- Rolling road 268bhp at R-tech

Special Thanks:
Kevin Olding at KO Auto Cosmetics 
Paul at Trim Star 
Oxford Car Audio 
3SDM
MPC Basingstoke 
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Decent
c l u b  f e at u r e .

Our first year here at Decent is over and all we can 
say is WOW! First things first, we are so humbled 
to be included in this magazine and admire and 

respect everyone’s hard efforts to put it together. Our first 
show season as a club has been nothing short of fantastic. 
A brilliant variety at Ultimate Dubs, a great turn out at Dub 
Mania, and a real family feel at Inters to name just a few. We 
have even managed to pick up a prize or two in show and 
shines which (to newbies like us) is unreal. The Facebook 
page (at time of writing) has nearly 6000 members and our 
charity prize raffles (in aid of Children with Cancer) are raising 
more money each time we do one, thanks to the amazing 
generosity of our members and prize donators. We were 
apprehensive as to whether having stands at shows, but 
the support we have received is outstanding and with this in 
mind, we will be looking at ways to improve things for next 
year. We always welcome new members and, as ever, will 
continue to keep the Decent page free of spam and attitude, 
and continue to share the love.

A huge thank you to :- Tom Allen, 
Phil Bateson, Berty Dew, Stu Chinn, 
Chris Catchpole, Mark Lewis, Darren 
Brooke, Jamie Hughes, Si Wood, Josh 
Cox, Chris Porter, Paul Davis, Tara 
Shuard, Kai Grover, James Mulka, and 
Jack Stanley and everyone who has 
joined us at a show. Without you guys 
there is no Decent. 

See you next year.

Photos: 
Mark Rodway
Sye Davies

Words: 
Sye Davies
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Car Owner: 
Angus Munro

964
E U  D E

Photos: 
Ed Keating
@digiedk

Instagram: 
@dubfordstyling

Words:
Craig Pickerill

Lady of the Night
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L A D Y  O F  T H E  N I G H T

Retro is cool, there are no doubts about that but, with this 
‘coolness’ comes cost. Riding on the coattails of cool is 
nostalgia and together they bring a deadly force.
I remember 2001, when 964’s and the later 993’s started 
appearing in the prestige car dealership I was working in. They 
were used as part exchanges, all being swapped for the later, 
newer, faster 996. The early 911’s which, stayed in some sort 
of favour with their then owners, became track cars or semi 
forgotten 3rd cars.

Then retro hit, circa 2010; what was already a cool era (to those 
that knew), the late 80’s to mid 90’s hit the mainstream. The 
modern faster and safer cars lost appeal to those who grew up 
in this era, modified these machines in their late teens or early 
twenties or those that owned them new and wanted another 
piece of the nostalgic action.
Mixing fashion with nostalgia and a light dusting of cool, you 
can start to name your price. Everything from this era has sky 
rocketed, and bring in the phrase “last of the...” and you can 
add buttons and flashy lights to your price.
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2 years ago Angus, a long time admirer of the work Magnus 
Walker was doing, and the cars being created by Singer, 
decided it was time to up his game in the show world. 
Having nearly got his Mk5 Golf to a decent level, he sold up 
and started the search for his dream 993. 5 years ago the 
nostalgic price tsunami was a distant mid swell in the vast 
array of Porsches for sale. However, the price of 993’s had 
been increasing steadily since the mid 2000’s, because of 
that aforementioned phrase “last of the air cooled”. Mix this 
with the reliability issues the later 996 and 997 engines and 
a 993’s increasing price becomes clearer. Owners or would 
be owners are also looking, in some cases 2 phases back in 
the 911 history, and with this, prices have shot up over the 

“The story behind 
the wheels alone 
shows the level of 

determination and 
perfection Angus 
has put in to the 

build.”

L A D Y  O F  T H E  N I G H T

past five years.

Angus looked for a decent 
example within his budget 
and struggled, but kept 
seeing tidy 964’s pop up in 
the lower end of the 993 price 
scale, so he chose to build a 
964. The model ran between 
1989 and 1994, featuring 
a 3.6 ltr flat six engine, 
electronic fuel injection and 
twin spark ignition. Externally 
this model was the changing 
face of the 911. The fully 
integrated bumpers gave a 
sleeker silhouette and subsequent advances in downforce 
and aerodynamics making this phase of the 911 journey 
faster and more sure footed, and in Angus’ words “it’s a 
better car”.

Being solely rear wheel driven compared to the Carrera 
4’s more sensible and all year round useable 4 wheel drive 
system, Angus’ Carrera 2 model is touted as the drivers 
model. The rear wheel drive option gives a driver a more 
involved drive on the limits, and the superb factory handling 
has been further enhanced with KW V1 Ultralow Coilovers 
wound down to a useable level but, Angus enhanced the 
factory lines some more by pairing this with his custom BBS 
Super RS’.

The story behind the wheels alone shows the level of 
determination and perfection Angus has put in to the build 
and, how much of a wheel geek he is! Being the owner of 
Verein Sport, the makers of the Club One wheel, which set 
the VAG world alight earlier this year, he knows a thing or 

two about wheels. Not wanting to employ step up dishes to 
increase the size of easy to obtain BBS RS’, Angus wanted 
genuine, 2 piece Super RS’ which, come in that commonly 
unPorsche friendly 5 x 114.3 stud pattern... a plan had to 
be formed.

TT Tools have a bespoke technique of re-drilling alloys 
wheels, which also harks back to the days of good old British 
engineering, using high temperatures, brut force and skill. TT 
Tools insert a tight fitting aluminium plug in the original wheel 
bolt holes, as everything contracts and cools the pressure 
forced upon the two materials causes a filling stronger 
than welding; allowing the mounting faces to be machined 

smooth on a lathe and re-
drilled to Porsche spec- 5 
x 130 in this case. Whilst 
all this machine work was 
taking place, a further 10mm 
was shaved off the mounted 
faces to give that extra bit of 
tuck once mounted. With the 
Super RS’ being a 2 piece 
design, instead of the smaller 
size 3 piece, the barrels and 
lips are one,
His Super RS factory specs 
were 8” fronts and 9” rear with 
a matching 1” dish. Angus 

contacted Harry at Spilt Rim Design to custom build some 
barrels and lips. One thing Angus pointed out was how un-
phased Harry was at the prospect of making the hardware. 
After speaking to all the big players no one wanted to touch 
his ideas, Harry just said “send me a centre down and the 
sizes you want and leave it with me”. A few sleeps later the 
custom RS’ you see in the pictures were born measuring 
8.5” front with a 2.25” dish and 10.5” rear with a 3” dish.

Being a long time admirer of Magnus Walker’s work, the 
concept of mixing the ages in style from the 911 history has 
rubbed off on Angus. His 964 has elements from the new 
and the old, whilst keeping a distinct OEM feel about it. A lot 
of 993 items have been used in creating his 911 including 
door handles and lower dash. He’s gone the distance to 
employ a genuine Porsche Becker head-unit mated to a 
factory amp which powers Focal midrange and tweeters 
in the doors and Hertz 6 x 4 speakers in the rear; these 
changes are subtle compared to head lights. The clear glass 
from a 60’s Beetle is exactly the same size and shape,
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Specs
without the etching or markings giving a cleaner modern 
look; behind the glass are xenon bulb units.

Both the bumpers have been tweaked, the front 
incorporating RS brake ducts and the rear a shorten plate 
recess and exhaust delete. The exhaust itself now features 
a de-cat and the G pipe removed, releasing the distinctive 
air-cooled Porsche sound, helped by a Steve Wong DME 
Chip. The engine bay is the next task on Angus’ list, he’s 
a strong believer in OEM bays and slowly reversing the 
previous owners modifications, a standard air box has been 
fitted removing an after market induction kit.

Like most cars from the 90’s era, they’re sadly starting to 
show their age, Porsche dabbled with a zinc plating process 

on the 964, later perfecting it on 993. This led to a lot of 
known areas of rust...the arches, sills and around screens. 
Respray number one sorted out the rust and got the car 
up to spec for a season. The car was then commissioned 
to Shamstar Paint in Berkshire for respray number two, 
Here he also had the later 993 scuttle panel grafted in with 
corresponding twin wipers, a modification which had been 
on his wish list for years, ever since he saw a Mk1 Golf 
featuring it 15 years ago. A genuine RS rear screen was also 
fitted at this point.

He told his painter Sohabe at Shamstar Paint to go to town 
on the body, and he did just that! Angus lost count on the 
number of coats of clear coat applied, he just says it always 
looks wet, the depth of colour in the guards red paint is 

Original Vehicle Info:
964

Engine Mods:
- Full top and bottom engine rebuild
- Steve Wong Chip 
- Rennline solid engine mounts
- K&N panel filter
- G Pipe and decat exhaust

Chassis Mods:
- KW V1 Ultra Low Coulovers with KW top mounts
- Stance Parts 4 level lift kit with Viar compressor and tank

Interior Mods:
- Complete re-trim in vanilla nappa leather
- Custom made carpet replacement in Porsche Ivory 
- Matching Vanilla Nappa leather trimming
- Gemballa Steering wheel

ICE:
- 993 Becker CDR 200 headunit
- Focal 6.5 component door speakers
- Hertz 6x4 rear components

Exterior Mods:
- Glass out restoration
- 993 front wiper conversion
- Smooth front bumper
- RS ducts and shortened plate recess
- Side repeater deleted
- 993 teardrop mirrors
- Smoothed and delocked 993 door handles 
- Genuine RS rear screen with wiper delete
- Rear exhaust delete from bumper
- US spec headlight lenses

endless, the later 993 door handles became de-locked and 
colour coded with a fresh coat of paint on the Tech 9 high 
level rear spoiler.

The factory sports seats were re-trimmed in a fresh vanilla 
hide, this time losing the edge piping! (Not everything retro 
is still cool.) The seats are complimented with replacement 
matching carpets, Angus was keen to keep the perforated 
leather headlining...as a period feature is hard to replicate. 
The massive spec list and time enlisted into this fully 
bespoke 964 has netted Angus best Porsche at Westside 
Treffen 2015 and 2016, Top 20 at Show & Glow 2015 and 
16. He also picked up the Wheel Whores best wheels award 
at Show & Glow 2016 also, I somewhat feel this is just the 
start of his trophy collection...

Special Thanks:
Sohabe, Sham, Tony H Car Audio, Lawrence, Harry, Richie 
and my long suffering wife Jo & daughter Isla.
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Comrades of vag
c l u b  f e at u r e .

At the end of May, three of our members went along 
to EuroCartel’s Beach Meet which was at Weston-
Super-Mare. It was an great location and the 

EuroCartel guys were extremely welcoming, sociable and 
friendly, adding to the great vibe and confirming what a great 
bunch they are. Our next event was in June at Waterstock 
which, despite the weather not being favourable, had a great 
vibe and friendly atmosphere. We managed to pick up ‘Best 
Club Stand’ and are much looking forward to next year at this 
event.  Great feel for a 1st show guys and only more to come. 
We then attended VAG At The Manor, This was held in the 
grounds of a Victorian Mansion which was an epic location. 
There were many clubs and the weather was perfect. Such 
a great variety of cars and well organised. Was a credit to the 
organisers. Again we managed to pull off ‘Best Club Stand’ 
and feel very proud due to the quality in attendance. This 
is the best ‘Southern Show’ we have attended so far this 
year. Then onto GTi International. We ran a Pre-Show for 
the second year and feel we did well with getting people 
engaged and socialising on the Friday Evening. The show 

Words: 
Don Mann

Photos: 
Aaron Moore

itself was its usual mix of Show’n’Shine, Traders, Drag 
Strip action and general club stands and cars. As usual 
we look forward to next year with ‘Inters’ and to being 
involved in the Pre-Show action again. The next show we 
attended was Dub Fiction. Due to its location only 3 of 
us attended but have to say what a great show it was 
and is getting better every year. It is supported well by 
European Dubbers with people turning up from Belgium 
and Holland. It is a credit to the hard work that the Dub 
Fiction crew put in and again we are looking forward to 
attending next year. This is the best ‘Northern Show’ we 
have attended so far this year and will try and persuade 
more of our members to make the journey up with us next 
year. Finally we have just had our Club Rolling Road Day 
at AMD Essex. We had a great attendance with around 
70 cars of which around 35 had dyno runs. This is a very 
social day for us and we invite other clubs to attend such 
as a Caddy Club and a Mini Club.
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Low down familia
c l u b  f e at u r e .

Photos: 
Imperial Media

Words: 
Rich Bolt

The club was formed in 2012 as “Low Down ‘N’ Dirty Dubz” by Dan Stroude to put a name on a small group of 
friends who all shared a common interest in modified VWs and it began to grow from there. The club and a lot of 
the members are based around the Surrey/Hampshire borders and has always been a friendly local club meeting 

for food or drinks regularly. Throughout 2012-2013 the club organised various convoys to meets and even club stands at 
some popular shows, however things went little quiet in 2014 as members and organisers began to settle down or work of 
bigger car projects etc and by early 2015 the club was lying dormant with just the Facebook page being used as a buying 
and selling page with very little else going and hardly any interaction.  

In early 2016 after a long absence from the car scene the club attended its first show in a couple of years thanks to Josh 
“Chief Organiser” Brown and it was there it was decided the club needed a revamp to bring it back to its former glory and 
attract new members. This year the club was re-branded as “Low Down Familia” by a committed group of enthusiasts 
made up of some founding members of the “Low Down ‘N’ Dirty Dubz” crew as well as some newer faces. It also helps 
as everyone that is now involved in taking the club to the next level are really good friends and are all working towards the 
same goals. Previously the club was predominantly based around VW’s old and new, but we are now welcoming of cars 
from all German marques and we’re partial to a bit of Jap Crap also. The club has attended a number of shows already 
in 2016, Waterstock Oxford, VAG at the Manor to name but a few with many more planned. LDF is holding a meet every 
second Sunday, which has a relaxed atmosphere and more often than not ends up in the pub. The revamped club is driven 
by a committed group of enthusiasts who are making big plans for 2017, including an increased presence at shows as well 
as growing the meet. Low Down Familia can be found on Facebook and is very welcoming of new members, join the page 
and introduce yourself and pop down to the meets. 
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Words:
Craig Pickerill

Photos: 
Tom Rowinski

Owner: 
Sam Conlin

Instagram: 
@sam.r53

MINI-ON. After spending some time with a 
classic Mini project, countless 
hours and endless pots of 

cash: Sam made the decision to cut 
his losses, sell the Mini and pick up a 
new Mini Cooper S. The search for the 
Cooper S begins like most stories… in 
a road trip. Cue a sweeping landscape 
and breath-taking views on the way 
up to the Peak District to view a low 
mileage one owner but, low spec early 
Mini Cooper S. When we say low spec 

this car had none of the normal range 
topping Cooper S comforts.

Fast forward to 2016 and over the past 
4 years, Sam has taken it upon himself 
to modified and spec up his Mini. First 
on the list of modifications was Front 
Fog Lights and Xenons: both omitted 
from the options list at purchase. 
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OZ FUTURAS 
RE-DRILLED TO 
4X100, MAKE 
THIS WHEEL 
COMBO QUITE 
UNIQUE.

works. With the help of his friends Guy 
and Tom, the work was complete and 
the Mini back on the road and to daily 
duties, which brings me to the air tank. 
As you can see from the pictures the 
tank wears a custom knitted grey cosy. 
Knitted by his girlfriend Sammie to stop 
freezing in the winter months, and Sam 
assures me it works a treat.

Tying the whole interior together, 
the grey theme continues with a 
Harris Tweed trimmed upper dash 
that continues into the a pillars and 
incorporates the elbow pads on the 
door cards. Sam has continued this 
well planned custom trim to include re-
trimmed black alcantara headlining and 
B and C pillars. The front seats have 
been replaced for Cobra Nogaros, 

The ride height came next. First Sam 
employed a set of coil overs and 
replica splits rims to help with the 
looks. Yet after hours tweaking and 
fettling the coil overs, Sam just couldn’t 
get the car low enough: the search for 
air ride started. Airx is a popular bag 
and strut combo in the Mini world and 
provides a simple bolt on solution. This 
mated with V2 airride controller, and 
tank lets you slam your mini with out 
much hassle. There have, however, 
been a couple of design flaws with the 
rear strut mounting design: causing the 
struts to snap, which Sam’s did.

But, after installing the original air ride 
set up, he wasn’t too afraid to fix his 
now stranded car. This time choosing 
for Air Lift struts, a proven design that 

finished in black leather with grey 
double stitching and black alcantara 
centres. Sam fell lucky in finding a 
Park Lane limited edition rear bench in 
a breakers yard. With its black leather 
and grey stitching it matches perfectly 
with the rest of the trim. Once all the 
parts where assembled, trimmed, 
sourced and collected; with the help 
of Lawrence from LG Trimming, the 
interior had a whole new look and lease 
of life. 

Still, no interior is finished without a 
sound system or media interface these 
days: being handy with his hands as 
an industrial painter, Sam knocked up 
an iPad mini enclosure in the standard 
stereo location and hid a Bluetooth 
stereo behind. 
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This allows him to use the standard 
speakers for the moment, whilst he 
fully plans his stereo build. 

The body work from factory being a 
metallic grey, Sam Decided to make 
the car more unique and his, by adding 
a 3M Rose Black wrap.  Applied by 
Alex at Vivid Vinyl, he also contrasted 
the roof and boot spoiler in gloss black. 
The factory arches had to be rolled and 
the plastic arch covers trimmed to 
accommodate the 16” OZ Futura rims. 
These wheels started out life with a 
BMW 5 stud fitment, before a trip to 
Ellie at Voodoo Motorsport, saw them 
re-drilled to 4 x 100 mini fitment. The 
centres are finished in bronze metallic 
and wider dishes fitted giving a 10J rear 
and 9J Front. To allow these wheels 
to tuck when aired out, three- way 
adjustable top mounts are fitted at the 
front and camber adjusting rear control 
arms pull the wheels into the arches. 
Being a daily, the engine mods had to 
be limited to a alloy twin core radiator, 
aluminium expansion tank and a cat 
back free flowing EMP Performance 
exhaust, which gives a nice pop and 
bang on over run.

All project cars are never complete; 
and Sam’s is no exception. He is 
already planning engine mods over the 
winter months and drawing up plans 
to fully integrate a stereo build into his 
current air ride boot build, driven from 
the iPad mini enclosure up front, I can 
not wait to see the next stages.

STARTING LIFE 
AS A LOW SPEC 
COOPER S... SAM 
HAS REALLY PUT 
IN SOME GRAFT.
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SPECS
Original Car Info:
 - 2002 Mini Cooper S

Special Thanks:
Guy and Tom, for helping hugely every step of the way. 
Voodoo motorsport, Vivid Vinyl, LG trimming, Sam’s girlfriend 
Sammi for knitting all of the finer parts and always being a 
willing participant!

Engine Mods:
- Twin core Mishimoto alloy rad
- Canton alloy header tank
- Canton alloy power steering reservoir
- EMP Exhaust

Chassis Mods:
- Airex struts
- Hardrace upper and lower control arms
- V2 management
- OZ future 16x9&10, re-drilled to 4x100
- Poly-bushes throughout 

Interior Mods:
- Cobra Nogaro bucket seats
- Retrimmed by LG Trimming in harris Tweed, alcantara and 
nappa leather
- Gloss black inserts in door cards and dash
- Ipad dash conversion

Exterior Mods:
- Wrapped in 3m Black rose pearl
- Gloss black roof
- All red rear lights
- Facelift headlights
- Aero grills
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IMPERIAL MEDIA
c l u b  f e at u r e .

Photos: 
Imperial Media

Words: 
Joshua Riddex

In a nutshell, Imperial is an 
automotive media group that travel 
up and down the country producing 

content for the world to see. We 
primarily specialise in photography 
but we also produce videos such as 
after movies and features. It all started 
in October 2014 when two mates 
who have a keen interest in cars and 
photos, decided to start a Facebook 
page to showcase their work. 
We would never have thought that 
two years down the line we would be 
where we are now. Imperial’s social 
media presence has also gained more 
momentum and it’s continuing to grow. 
Also, the team has since expanded 
to consist of me (Joshua Riddex), 

Corey Tovey and my little brother 
Liam Riddex. We’ve also invited some 
incredibly talented photographers (Ed 
Keating and Marcus Dick) to work with 
us as freelancers. The group is ever 
expanding and we’re always on the 
lookout for creative individuals.
Even though we are only a media 
group and not specifically a car club, 
we still hold stands at various shows. 
We usually send out open invites and 
the spaces are first come, first served. 
We like this approach because it gives 
the chance for people that have never 
met to socialise with each other on the 
stand as well as show off their pride 
and joys. Oh, and It always ends up in 
a good laugh.

Do you focus on certain types of 
cars?
Although we mainly focus on the VAG 
scene, we still attend many different 
types of car shows and also feature 
a variety of makes & models. When it 
comes to the car scene at the moment, 
and from a photographer’s prospective, 
being different stands out. We believe 
that any type of car can be modified to 
look unique as well as catch the eye for 
all of the right reasons.

What has been your favourite show 
this season?
Choosing a favourite show is incredibly 
difficult because there’s so many that 
have raised the bar this year. We can’t 
quite pick one particular show but 
there has definitely been a handful that 
made a lasting impression with us. 
We particularly enjoyed Roll-Hard and 
Players Classic because both events 
showcased diversity in terms of makes 
& models as well as having such a laid-
back atmosphere. What we’ve seen in 
terms of show organisation has been 
amazing and if 2016’s standard is to go 
by, then 2017 will be incredible and we 
are already excited!

Any final words? 
Although we take our work very 
seriously, we are still a laid back bunch 
of guys, always up for a laugh and we 
are all in this because of our shared 
passion for cars and cameras.  If 
you see us about at shows then feel 
welcome to come and say hello and 
have a chat. 

“We already have a lot of plans 
for the 2017 season and we 
can’t wait for it to start.”
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This car tops our list, it needs no introduction. With its 
ridiculous Sudani style 4 piece rear wheels, outrageous 
camber all round and ultimate trailer queen status, Zak 
really broke the internet when he put this thing on display at 
FittedUK. It has certainly divided opinions, with people going 
crazy over it in one way or another.

With this being the first 964 in the uk to receive RWB 
treatment, it was always going to draw a crowd. However 
not everyone was a fan. Some enthusiasts have been open 
in their disgust of the changes to the pure form of a 964. We 
were lucky enough to get down to the build and watch the 
creator Nakai San building this amazing machine. He was 
very impressed with the magazine we gave him, too!

You’ve seen these posts a million times now; ‘how many 
likes/shares/comments do I need for your company to do 
this or that’. But Kizza was the one who made it the success 
story in a minefield of free company advertising. He had 
seen it done in America with rappers asking famous artists 
to collaborate on their album, but saw a gap in the market. 
He absolutely smashed Airlift’s huge target to win himself a 
free air ride setup for his Audi A5.

Winner
Zak Hobb’s Lupo

What caused a commotion in the scene in 2016? 
Here is our top 3!

Second Place
Profusion Custom’s RWB 964

Third Place
Kizza Chamberlain’s Airlift Freebie
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Broke Boys
c l u b  f e at u r e .

With show season well 
underway, Broke Boys UK 
are on their way to finding 

their feet and establishing their brand 
and target audience within the car 
community.
So far they have attended a number 
of shows this year bringing a unique 
variety of products to the events for 
everyone to get their hands on. Broke 
Boys look to bring a fresh idea to the 
scene with the acceptance of all brands 
and modifications, which we feel is 
starting to set in. They initially set out to 
make their mark and now everyone is 
starting to notice their presence.
The biggest release for the brand this 
year is by far the setup of their new 

YouTube Channel. The channel covers 
them going to shows, and allows them 
to Vlog their daily activities, giving the 
viewers an insight into what it is like 
to be behind the brand. It allows their 
audience to get to know the owners 
and founders over social media, so 
that they can grow a bigger and better 
attachment on a more personal level. It 
also adds a flare to the common blog 
coverage that is usually hosted on of 
community websites.
Some of the biggest and best feedback 
so far from the channel has come 
from their “how to modify your car 
cheaply” videos. Broke Boys have set 
out to do constant monthly releases 
of discoveries that they have made 

on how to do simple modifications to 
your car and beat the retail price on 
products that you would find online. 
One of their biggest hits so far has 
been “how to camo wrap your car 
for £30” beating retail comparisons of 
anywhere between £250 - £1500.
Over the next coming months, Broke 
Boys are really looking to change up 
the game. Brand new products will be 
hitting their website with a full clothing 
range coming very soon. Also, with the 
release of their brand new logo “The 
Broke Boy”, you can also expect to see 
a very different style, looking to throw 
their brand in with the big boys and 
high flyers.

Words: Dan Bryon   
Photos: Mike Alford // @mikeavideo
Charlie Brown // @charli3b

“Giving budgetstance achance.”  
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3IS THE
MAGIC

NUMBER

Words:
Jamie Hughes

Photos: 
Jordan Green

Owner: 
Sol Peer

Instagram: 
@heart_and_sol_

paintworks

It is fair to say that this car has it all; the paint, the engine, 
the stance, the show, the go, and everything in between. 
There is hardly a factory fitted part anywhere in between 

the number plates, and any you might come across have 
all been extensively modified. However, this has not always 
been the case.

The Mk3 Golf hasn’t had the best of reputations over the 
years. Built as a cross over car out of the VW parts bin in the 
early 90’s, they weren’t easy to love. However, with the right 
combination of hard work and parts, a few diamonds can be 
found in the rough. Sol’s blue baby is just such an example. 
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He has owned this car for some time now, picking it up as 
a humble 8v GTI shell many moons ago. He set to work on 
the engine and bay as a priority, which won’t be a surprise 
to anyone who has seen this beast in the flesh. The custom 
made skeleton bonnet Sol fabricated, barely contains 
the monstrous 450bhp turbocharged R32 lump hiding 
beneath. It is worth noting at this point that this is his trade; 
his north London body shop has turned out some pretty 
crazy creations over the years, with this mighty Mk3 being 
the jewel in its crown. Many of you will remember the bay 
from last season in a phenomenal yet loud shade of fuchsia, 
which grabbed your attention from a mile away. However, 
this year Sol has taken a markedly more subtle approach, 
refinishing the bay in a stunning coat of Audi Nardo grey, 
which has really stepped up the game at the front of this car.

It is evident lately that many people with speed themed cars 
are moving towards air suspension setups for convenience 
and ease of use, but this car has stuck thoroughly to its racing 

theme with a set of AP coilovers and Eibach ARBs all round. 
The car sits absolutely perfectly with this configuration, but 
don’t let the lows fool you, Sol drives this car, hard, his latest 
trip to Santa Pod Raceway saw him pull an impressive 13.0 
second quarter mile, with a 12 second pass in his sights for 
next year, and he assures us that it is no stranger to a B road 
either, taking the car out to play as often as he can. 
the Engine has been fully built and upgraded, allowing it to 
cope with the huge precision turbo tucked behind, ready 
to boost the output by over 200bhp from stock. It sits in 
that gorgeous grey engine bay, which has been extensively 
smoothed, with extended and tucked wiring, custom 
radiator modified from a Mk5 item, front mount intercooler, 
and is all managed by a top of the line emerald ECU with 
switchable maps, depending on mood.

The interior is where Sol conducts business behind the 
wheel. Therefore, it was vital that it be the absolute perfect 
place to do so. 

450BHP
TURBOCHARGED

R32 LUMP
(GOD, THAT FEELS 

SEXUAL TO SAY.)
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The bright red cobra bucket seats and four point harnesses 
tucked under the roll cage let you know that things are 
serious, whilst the AEM gauges in the dash feed Sol all of 
the information he needs to make sure the car is performing 
precisely as it should be. The headlining and door cards 
feature an off-the-wall Marvel Comics themed re-trim, which 
really adds another dimension to this already crazy build, 
and shows Sol’s passion for individuality. 

Moving to the outside of the car, you can see the skeleton 
bonnet that we mentioned earlier. The eagle eyed amongst 
you may notice that this is not the same one as you have 
seen before, this is because Sol has five different bonnets 
for this car, which is frankly insane! He just swaps them out 
as and when he feels like it. Of course, all of the bonnets are 
finished in the same breath-taking shade of Porsche Riviera 
blue as the rest of the car, with huge amounts of added 
ghost pearl found throughout. The external modifications 
are if anything, more extensive than what we saw inside. 
Custom door handles and a number plate recess come 
together with a plethora of other parts made in house by 
Sol to bring this car right up there with the very best Mk3’s 
in the country right now. Some of the aesthetic mods are of 
course performance related, you need look no further than 

the headlights to see that one has been smoothed into a 
cold air intake to feed the hungry beast within. 
There is an old saying that ‘any race car is a show car’, 
and nowhere is that more true than in this Golf, once a 
comfortable family hatchback, now a two seated machine 
that embarrasses many performance cars in a straight line 
or indeed round the bends. This car really is the little Golf 
that could, holding its own on any show field, track day, 
¼ mile event or down the lanes. It ticks every single box 
perfectly, leaves no stone unturned, and caters for everyone 
when you look at it. 

EMERALD ECU
& switchable 

maps

depending on mood...
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Original Vehicle Info:
- 2007 VW Golf Mk3 2.0 gti 8v in black

Car Club:
- Comrades of VAG

Engine Mods:
- R32 engine
- Turbo conversion
- Extended loom
- Emerald management
- Smooth boost pipes
- Forge air filter
- Forge intercooler
- Mk5 Golf radiatior
- Porsche oil/coolant caps
- Precision turbo
- Polished strut caps
- ‘Sol’ beer cap dipstick

SPECS Exterior Mods:
- Full respray in Porsche Riviera blue
- Custom smooth bumpers
- Custom Polo door handles
- Smoothed engine bay in Audi Nardo grey
- Short boot recess
- One off stubby mirrors
- One off skeleton bonnet
- De badged grill
- Quad headlights with custom CAI

Performance Mods:
- 450bhp 13.0 second ¼ mile

Chassis Mods:
- Poly bushes throughout
- Eibach front and rear ARBs
- AP coilovers
- Porsche brembo brakes
- 3 piece split wheels, 8j all round

Interior Mods:
- Custom retrim in Marvel & black suede
- Flocked dash with gloss black inserts
- AEM gauges
- Half show cage in red
- Cobra bucket seats
- 4 point harnesses
- Push button start in door
- False floor in rear Special Thanks:

TWR Auto Tuning for building a truly stunning engine. I really 
appreciate the time an effort that was put into making it look 
the way I wanted it. Emerald (John). Rae Gami , Ricky, Wendy 
Johnson, Tommy for all the late nights stressful days to get 
it all done & looking perfect. Massive thanks to Christine 
Walker (girlfriend) for putting up with my stress & long hours 
getting everything done & also putting many hours helping 
out prepping the car ready to be finished3
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KULTURSCHOCK 2016 hosted by Eurospotter. Coming up to the summer of 2015, the Eurospotter team decided we were finally 
ready to host our own show. Once the venue was confirmed, all things were a go! The team agreed the best time to release the 
date of the show was at Ultimate Dubs in March 2016, the first show of the season. Month after month, show after show we hit 
promo hard, we even released out our own mixtape, and we gotta say so ourselves... it was dope! 

The months prior to the show was hectic to say the least, 
phone calls, emails, Facebook messages and Instagram DMs 
coming from all directions, it was just going wild!  

Now down to the nitty gritty, Saturday 20th August... PREP 
DAY! The stage went up, the backdrop flew away, the 
weather wasn’t the best. But despite all setbacks we still 
kept a positive mind-set, we’d come all this way, 14 months 
of planning, a little bit of rain wasn’t going to stop us. 

   Sunday 21st August... SHOW DAY!  

Running on no more that 3 hours sleep collectively, we arrived at the 
venue... for a nice early start – 4AM.  

7AM…  As the sun came up, the cars came flooding in, before we 
knew, it was crazy! However, seeing the quality of cars and the dis-
tances they travelled, it was all worthwhile. 

Also, a big thanks to our team of friends who made sure everything 
went smoothly, all was set in place, ready to go… 

…and then a MOTHER F@%!^£G tank turns up.  

The day was just non-stop, with DJ Jax keeping the atmosphere going, 
and various events such as rev-off competitions, limbo, and various 
awards. Make sure Kulturschock 2017 is in your diary! 

           Credit to all Eurospotter photographers at Kulturschock 2017; 

 Peter Fa (JayJoe), Maruf Miah, Thomas Jesper, Oli Jackson, Billy Amann, Jonny Elliott 

   
shop.eurospotter.co.uk 

KULTURSCHOCK 2016 hosted by 
Eurospotter. Coming up to the Summer 
of 2015, the Eurospotter team decided 
we were finally ready to host our own 
show. Once the venue was confirmed, 
all things were a go! The team agreed 
the best time to release the date of the 
show was at Ultimate Dubs in March 
2016, the first show of the season. 
Month after month, show after show 
we hit promo hard, we even released 
our own mixtape, and we gotta say so 
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The months prior to the show was 
hectic to say the least, phone calls, 
emails, Facebook messages and 
Instagram DMs coming from all 
directions, it was just going wild!
Now down to the nitty gritty, Saturday 
20th August... PREP DAY! The stage 
went up, the backdrop flew away, the 
weather wasn’t the best. But despite 
all setbacks we still kept a positive 
mind-set, we’d come all this way, 14 
months of planning, a little bit of rain 
wasn’t going to stop us. 

Running on no more that 3 hours sleep collectively, we arrived at the venue... for a nice early start – 4AM. 7AM… As the sun 
came up, the cars came flooding in, before we knew, it was crazy! However, seeing the quality of cars and the distances they 
travelled, it was all worthwhile. Also, a big thanks to our team of friends who made sure everything went smoothly, all was 
set in place, ready to go… and then a MOTHER F@%!^£G tank turns up. The day was just non-stop, with DJ Jax keeping 
the atmosphere going, and various events such as rev-off competitions, limbo, and various awards. 
Make sure Kulturschock 2017 is in your diary!
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DAY! The stage went up, the backdrop flew away, the 
weather wasn’t the best. But despite all setbacks we still 
kept a positive mind-set, we’d come all this way, 14 months 
of planning, a little bit of rain wasn’t going to stop us. 

   Sunday 21st August... SHOW DAY!  

Running on no more that 3 hours sleep collectively, we arrived at the 
venue... for a nice early start – 4AM.  

7AM…  As the sun came up, the cars came flooding in, before we 
knew, it was crazy! However, seeing the quality of cars and the dis-
tances they travelled, it was all worthwhile. 

Also, a big thanks to our team of friends who made sure everything 
went smoothly, all was set in place, ready to go… 

…and then a MOTHER F@%!^£G tank turns up.  

The day was just non-stop, with DJ Jax keeping the atmosphere going, 
and various events such as rev-off competitions, limbo, and various 
awards. Make sure Kulturschock 2017 is in your diary! 

           Credit to all Eurospotter photographers at Kulturschock 2017; 

 Peter Fa (JayJoe), Maruf Miah, Thomas Jesper, Oli Jackson, Billy Amann, Jonny Elliott 

   
shop.eurospotter.co.uk 
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DUB CLUB
c l u b  f e at u r e .

Photos: 
Si Jelf
Taranvir Rehal

Ryan MoloneyWords: 
Tony Saund

Dub Club… A band of brothers who share a passion 
for German and retro cars. Formed over 10 years 
ago, after attending many shows together and 

collectively deciding to give their group an identity Dub Club 
was born. 

The founding members Bally, Bill, Tony and Pav were regular 
attendees at many meets around the country. After realising 
the Midlands lacked any type of regular car meet they 
decided to put a little something on for the Midlands car 
loving community. 

With no interest in having hundreds of members or selling 
merchandise, the boys started a small thread on the popular 
Edition38 website for a weekly meet in the Coventry area of 
the West Midlands. This fast became a huge success given 
the lack of social media in those times, the lads got the word 
out and the cars come from all over the UK. 
Over the years the meet has gone from strength to strength, 
with regular attendance of over 200 cars rising to over 500 
in the summer months, yes it’s a weekly meet too which is 
very rare.

The secret of their success? 

The people who attend have made the meet what it is today. 
A chilled out, safe environment where the whole family can 
come and enjoy the company of fellow car enthusiasts. 
The guys love to see the average person who has worked 
on their pride and joy on a drive or in a garage, as well as 
those who have poured thousands into a show car. A close 
relationship with the police, continuous communication with 
the property owners and great organisation in general. It all 
contributes to make it a great place to be! 

Things to note, don’t drive like an idiot, these guys really 
don’t take kindly to it, if you drive non German cars be 
prepared to park outside and walk into the general meet 
area (its gated) on busy nights. Onsite tire shop (it’s open late 
on meet nights) if you need anything doing. Local fast food 
drive throughs are open, you are welcome to bring food and 
drink to the event, but please use the bins provided. 

‘A chilled out safe environment where 
the whole family can come and enjoy 
the company of fellow car enthusiasts.’
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Car Audio  • Air Ride  •  
Performance Parts & Accessories 
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DUB Fellas
c l u b  f e at u r e .

“Everyone is welcomenew & old, van or car.”

Dubfellas was founded in late 2015 by myself Dan & 
wife Louise Kelly after a local club closed down & 
left a hole, & fellow dubbers with not much choice 

of meets to attend locally. We saw the Dub scene start to 
slow so decided to do something about it and Dubfellas 
was born, since then the club has gone from strength to 
strength and grown at a massive rate now hosting 25000 
plus members from around the world and had to enlist the 
help of two more admin (Amy Hoath and Kay Wheat) to help 
run the club. 

We now hold regular car meets with an excellent turn out 
plus club camps at many different shows across the entire 
UK during show season.

“We saw 
the Dub 
scene 
start to 
slow so 
decided 
to do 
something 
about 
it and 
Dubfellas 
was born”

The Dubfellas also help raise money for the Teenage Cancer 
Trust and we recently ran our back to the future VW Golf 
GTi time machine wheelie bin down the Santa POD strip 
this was held at VW Action, to be the first ever wheelie bin 
to ever set a time they did it in One minute and 36 seconds 
more importantly they had a great time doing it, they have 
run the bin at various events throughout the year all to raise 
awareness for the chosen charity. Dubfellas itself can be 
found on Facebook and Twitter and everyone is welcome 
new & old, van or car.

Myself, Louise and our awesome team hope to continue 
working both with the club and its members and raising 
awareness for the charity along the way. So if you see us at 
shows and meets please come and say hello.

Photos: 
Dan Dubfellas 
Kelly

Words: 
Dan Kelly
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Liam Gunby
IG: @liamgunby

Jake Mcewan
IG: @jake_mcewan

Conor Christy
IG: @conormk4

Reader’s Prides

Make sure you don’t forget to #soscenemag in the photos of your pride and joy on your 
Instagram to be in with a chance of being featured in our Reader’s Prides section!

Luke McNicholas
IG: @190bubba

Jack Grant
IG: @aired_up

Luke Morris
IG: @lukejamesmorris

Alternatively, email your high resolution photos to jamie@soscene.co.uk. Phone snaps or 
photos by other photographers (just be sure you get their permission first!)

www.soscene.co.uk #soscenemag @soscenemag

Lee Warren
IG: @mk2lee

Harry Pippard
IG: @g60_pip
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Charlie Brown
IG: @charli3b

Kelvin Clifford
IG: @_cliffdog

Reader’s Prides

Make sure you don’t forget to #soscenemag in the photos of your pride and joy on your 
Instagram to be in with a chance of being featured in our Reader’s Prides section!

Michael Roe
IG: @mikey_plush

Charlie Evans
IG: @charlie__evans

Jack Hutchins
IG: @j6ckh

Joseph Tyler
IG: @joey__vw

Alternatively, email your high resolution photos to jamie@soscene.co.uk. Phone snaps or 
photos by other photographers (just be sure you get their permission first!)

www.soscene.co.uk #soscenemag @soscenemag
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Merchandise

SoScene T-Shirt 
Colour: Black
£15.00

#soscenemag

Avaliable at:

Don’t forget to hashtag #soscenemag with all your 
SoScene related Instagram, Facebook and Twitter 
posts and photos! 

SoScene T-Shirt 
Colour: White
£15.00

SoScene Lanyards 
White, Black, Green
£5.00

w w w. s o s c e n e . c o . u k

So T-Shirt 
Colour: Heather Grey
£15.00

SoScene Hoodie 
Colour: Black
£25.00

Air Fresheners
White, Black, Green
From £2.00

SoScene Stickers
White, Black, Green
From £2.00
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 FINANCE 
AVAILABLE

0% NEXT
DAY

DELIVERY

TRADE
INQUIRIES
WELCOME

CarAudioSecurity
CarAudio&Security

Full Workshop
Facilities

Bilton Way
Hayes
Middlesex
UB3 3NF

020 8561 9485
Support@caraudiosecurity.com
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Did you know...You can upgrade your Satnav & In-car 

 Entertainment System, even if it doesn't have one! 

Compatible With Car Features: 

 Steering Wheel Control * 

 Driver Information Display * 

 Parking Sensors * 

 Rear View Camera * 

Main Features Include: 

 Connect Your Smartphone                   

 Built-in Bluetooth Technology  

 DAB+ Digital Radio  

 Optional DVD Player  

 Big Screen - HDMI USB  

www.alpine.co.uk 

Visit our website to find the perfect Satnav & Entertainment system for your car 

Alpine Electronics are world leaders in Premium Infotainment Systems supplying both the OEM & Aftermarket with innovative     
solutions for nearly 50 years. Our experience and quality is second to none.  We manufacture Premium Infotainment Systems & 
Sound solutions for some of the worlds most prestigious car manufactures. 

You don’t have to have a brand new car to enjoy the latest in-car technology. We offer a wide range Satnav & In-Car 
Entertainment Systems, ranging from 7 to 9 inch high cinematic touch screens that can be installed into a large      
variety of vehicles . 

Visit our configurator to find out what solutions may be available for your car: 

 Audi  

 BMW 

 Seat  

 Skoda 

 Mazda 

 Jeep 

 Toyota 

 Vauxhall 

 Land rover 

 Mitsubishi 

 Volvo 

 Nissan 

 Smart 

 Ford 

 Honda 

 Alfa Romeo 

 Rover 

 Suzuki 

 Porsche 

 Hyundai 

 Jaguar 

 Volkswagen 

 Subaru 

 Kia 

 Chrysler 

*  Features may vary and additional parts may be required 


